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NOTES ON DORIS.1

(PLATE XIV.)

TlIE following report is written as the result partly of observations
made by individual British officers stationed at Bralo during the war, and
partly of educational work on topography and archaeology undertaken by
Y.M.C.A. workers who were for a time in those camps. It was drawn up
at the request of the Archaeological Committee at G.H.Q., Salonika, and
is now published as a possible guide in the choice of sites for further
exploration for anyone who can give the time, money, and labour necessary
for a more scholarly and scientific survey.

When I reached Bralo in September, 1918, I found that some four or
five ancient fortified sites had been noted. Visits to these places confirmed
the belief that the lines of masonry were of fourth century date and earlier ;
a few lectures on the topography and antiquities of ancient Doris elicited
further information, while a visit paid to the camp by M. Papadakis,
Ephor of Thebes, gave more precision to the investigations made by both
officers and men in their spare time.

The sites and ruins which we found are shown on the accompanying
map (PI. XIV.).2

I.—PlNDOS.

Pindos (Akyphas ?) at the modern Kaniani was probably the strongest
hill-fort that guarded the approaches by the passes of the Oeta range and
protected Doris on its north-west frontier from the Dryopes. Alternately,

1 See Lolling in Atk. Mitt. 1884, pp. 305 ; Tillard, B.S.A. xvii. pp. 54; Pauly-Wissowa,
R.-E. s.v. ' Doris.'

2 Sites or ruins discovered are indicated by one line drawn under the name, remains of con-
siderable foundations by a double underline. P. K. = Palaiokastro (the local name for any old
fortification) and indicates there is reason to believe, that the ruins are ancient Dorian. I am
indebted to the Rev. A. Slater-Dunlop and to Major Barton for the photographs which illustrate
this report and to Major Barton for the tracing and measurements of the inscription.
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no doubt, it was Dryopian and Dorian. Its elevation is 900 m. (2,970 ft.)
and it lies amid mountains of similar elevation traversed only by most
difficult footpaths. The stream which flows down to the Kephisos by the
only pass connecting Pindos with the plain was also called the Pindos, so
that perhaps the alternative name Akyphas was the original name of the
fortress itself, unless it is permissible to think that Akyphas is the name
of No. 5.

2.—BOION.

Boion (the probable name of the Palaiokastro at the modern Ano-
Kastelli a) is a hill-fort, built of large squared stones laid in horizontal lines,
upon a crag in the next valley south-
ward of that in which stands Pindos,
at a distance of about four kilometres
from it, the two forts being connected
by a tiny mountain stream which flows
into that tributary of the Kephisos
which I think we must call the Apos-
tolia (some maps giving it that name,
other maps giving the name to the
stream which I have called the Pindos).
At times when Pindos was the outpost
of the Dryopes, Boion would be the
last western fortress of old Doris.
The stronghold on the top of the
crag would cost so much labour in
construction that we must see here a
position of considerable political im-
portance. The masonry extends all
down the slopes, with the familiar
towers and curtain walls, gateways and parapets of that style which
is elsewhere said to be of the late fourth century B.C.

3.—ERINEOS.

Erineos (the probable name of the ruined fort near Kato Kastelli) was
built at the entrance to the pass which leads up to the aforesaid BoYon, by
a road which runs beside the stream I have called the Apostolia. (Fig. 1.)

1 Kastelli on the Map. Ano means Upper and marks the original village.

Ku;. 1.—RUINS NEAR KATO KASTELLI.
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Its plan is more perfectly marked than that of any other fortification in
old Doris. Drawing from memory, I suggest this plan (Fig. 2) :—

Strongfwld
(Keep,AcropoUsJ

Rooty
Hill side

W-

Rocky-
Hill side

Fortified
Terrace

Stream
FIG. 2.—PLAN OF THE RUINED FORT NEAR KATO KASTEI.I.I.

If the stones on the eastern side, which suggest that there may
have been a wall running up to the stronghold on the western side,

are really parts of a wall, then we have
the triangular enclosure which is also
traceable elsewhere, e.g. at Charadra,
Lilaia, and Drymaia (Fig. 3). The
masonry is remarkable for the size
of the stones, not only of the lower
terrace, but also of the stronghold,
some of them more than five feet long
and a good yard deep (Fig. 4). The
lines are irregularly horizontal, and
the surfaces have been worked by
tools to make them fit. Mostly the
stones have been simply chosen from
the many naturally shaped which in
these mountains abound suitable for
building of this kind, and without much
tooling laid together with ingenious
care and excellent effect.FIG. 3 .—WEST WALL OK FORT AT

DRYMAIA.

4.—KYTINION.

Kytinion lies in the plain at twenty minutes' walk from the last-
named, beside a cluster of houses now called the Kaly via of Khlomo, close
to the intersection of the aforesaid Apostolia with the Bralo-Gravia {i.e. the
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Bralo-Itea) main road. It is a mound about 1,000 m. long and varying
from 100 to 50 m. in breadth, the sides of which are shaped into alternate
terraces and scarps, the latter faced with stone. The whole top of the
mound is fortified, the ruins of the wall on the west side presenting for
100 m. or so an example of polygonal masonry. Hardly any of these
stones "are, however, the ordinary ' polygonal' masonry: they have been
shaped into the general shape of a bean in such a fashion that the round
surfaces of some stones are fitted to the cup-like depressions of others, the
whole being thus locked together into a much stronger mass than that
formed by stones whose surfaces are planes. Such walls would resist

FIG. 4.—WALL OF RUINED FORT NEAR KATO KASTEI.LI.

battering rams, since they could not fall down. The lines of the masonry
are wavy in waves of remarkable regularity, and not angular as the lines of
true polygonal walls would be.

Upon these courses, which Major Barton thinks after digging in under
the lowest stones, to be foundation courses, lies a wall of rectangular stones
like those already mentioned. These later courses are of the fourth
century B.C., and so the wave-like courses must be earlier, when always, as
many, references in history indicate, Kytinion was of great military
importance. It would seem that the earliest Dorians settled on the 'island'
sites amid the streams and marshes of the plain, and later built the strong
hill-forts like Boi'on and Pindos.
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5.—AKVPHAS ?

Akyphas? I have for the moment taken a name, not yet appro-
priated except as an alternative to Pindos, to designate a ruin which I
have not seen indicated on any map. I found it in October, 1918, behind
the little church of Hagios Elias on the hill next to and west of the -village
of Palaiokhori.1 It is the best preserved ruin which I have seen in this

FIG. 5.—MASONRY AT AKYPHAS (?).

survey (Fig. 5.) The lower courses of this edifice enclose two distinct
chambers of nearly equal size, the whole edifice being rectangular in plan
and measuring about 30 m. by 20 m. The work is good, the courses being
more regular and the joinings truer than elsewhere.

6.—CHARADRA.

Charadra is the ruin at Mariolates already described by Mr. Tillard in
'Fortifications of Phokis,"2 and by other writers. I claim it for ancient Doris
for the reason mentioned below (p. 110).

7.—LILAIA (?).

Portions and traces of walls and fort near Kato Suvala. The arrange-
ment and suggestion are similar to that of other ruins in the hollows of the
hill-sides themselves. At Lilaia, for example (if I am naming the ruin
rightly), we have two walls protecting the two sides of a valley,

1 <M. Papadakis, the Ephor of Antiquities at Thebes, Would name this new discovery Erineos
because of its '-windy' site : Boibv Kt)Tivihv /col 'Eptveov T)ve^.otvTa. I leave the judgment to others.
We were there on a very windy day.

2 B.S.A. xvii. pp. 50.
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converging to a hill-fort higher up, the enclosure being protected by a strong
wall on the edge of the plain. The foundations of houses are found
outside on the plain itself. If these are not to be counted with Lilaia,
then I add another to the sites I note. The foundations of the houses of
a town are certainly there.

8.—SITE OF ANCIENT TOWN.

A town-site where we found on the surface fragments of pottery of the
classical age and other ages, and on scratching laid bare the lines of
ancient walls for several hundred yards. A nullah on the side nearer the
camp1 marks off sharply the area where the pottery lies, and on the other
sides the sharp descent from the edge makes the position defensible. The
site lies close beside the junction of two roads the larger of which is the
main Bralo-Itea road. It is about twenty minutes' walk from Kytinion.

In addition to these I have shown on the map some other sites where
either I found an inscribed stone,2 the edges of walls just visible, or other
indications that excavation would be fruitful.

Our contribution to the solution of the problem of the Dorian towns
may be briefly stated :—

1. The Dorian 'metropolis' was not composed of only three towns.
2. It was not a ' tetrapolis' though there were at least four towns,

Boion, Pindos, Erineos, Kytinion. I count as certainly Dorian Charadra
and the Palaiokastro west of Palaiokhori.

3. There were six towns, and sites can be indicated which bring the
number up to nine.

4. Tt would seem from their relative positions that the metropolis was
composed of 'linked villages,1 each enclosed in a town wall, or else pro-
tected by a wall with towers, and surrounded by cultivated land. Of the
ruins, some are on the plain and some in more strongly defensible positions
on the mountain sides. The traditional names suggest a definite relation
between a stronghold and a town in the plain ; in some cases the strong-
hold and the town are adjacent.

5. The whole was a district of about a hundred square miles, a part of
which lay on the western portion of the plain around the upper waters of

1 The British camp lay around the bridge.
2 See p. no and Fig. 6.
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the Kephisos, and a part was made up of stream-valleys opening on the
plain and long ravines further in the hills.

6. The recorded names of these towns and hill-forts taken collectively
are Kytinion, Boion, Pindos, Erineos, Charadra, Akyphas, but of these
only Kytinion, Charadra, and Pindos can be with any certainty assigned to
particular sites. No inscriptions or other monuments have been found
which determine the names, and the evidence drawn from ancient authors
is vague, often contradictory, and differently read by different Critics.
The most probable application of the names to places I have shown on
the map.

7. The frontiers of Doris are not marked by any natural boundaries
and were probably never determinate. Charadra was sometimes Phokian,
sometimes Dorian ; the same may be also said of Lilaia, though it was
Phokian for longer periods. The western frontier of Phokis was, I think,
marked by a line of more or less strongly defended towns (on islands of
slightly elevated ground fairly well divided in the plain by small ravines)
the sites of which I have detected as marked by natural formation, lines of
wall-edge, and firm paths or little roadways suggestive of walls beneath.
This line may be said to connect Drymaia on the edge of the northern
slope of the valley with Lilaia on the southern edge. This western
Phokian frontier may be said to give also an eastern frontier to Doris, as
the islands of elevated ground on the Dorian side do not form so clear

a line.
F. W. G. FOAT.

NOTE ON THE INSCRIPTION (P. i n ) .

The stone was found about 400 yards east of kilometre stone 47,
on the Bralo-Itea road, and is the brown sandstone which crops up
regularly in Bralo valley. The block is about 2 feet 6 inches long, and
6 inches thick ; the upper edge is cut back and faced (Fig. 6). The
letter E is about 4 cmm. high. Mr. M. N. Tod comments as follows:—:

+E?NO< = Hei>09. + or X represents £ in alphabets of the western
group (Euboea, Boeotia, Phocis, Locris, Laconia, Elis, etc.) at the
earliest stage, and, in most cases, until the adoption of the Milesian
alphabet.
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The inscription is almost certainly an epitaph, belonging probably to
the fifth century B.C.

If it is incomplete, it is a part of a name like aevoaiow, Bevoarparo';,
or aevoarpdra {BevoaTpora occurs in a Boeotian inscription, I.G. vii. 1281),
which will stand either in the nominative or in the genitive.

2-6
FIG. 6.—INSCRIBED SLAB FROM BRAI.O VALLEY WITH FACSIMILE OF

THE INSCRIPTION. (Scale 1:4.)

If it is complete it consists either :
{a) Of the masc. name Eivo<s (for this name and the cognate Belvos

see Pape-Benseler, Griech. Eigennamen, s.v.), or
(b) Of the genitive of the fern, name Bevrn (gen. Eevovs or, in certain

dialects, Bevax;), which is found e.g. at Sparta {I.G. v. 1. 535) and in
Boeotia {I.G. vii. 203, 597, Bevvw in vii. 1274).

KXew? and Aa^w9 thus occur on two tomb-stones of Amphissa {I.G.
ix. 1. 327, 328). For this use of the genitive in epitaphs (usually without
the addition of fivrj/ia) see note on I.G. ix. 1. 327.
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PART OF DORIS - COMPILED FROM A
FRENCH MAP or 1834. AND

SUBSEQUENT MAPS.

SCALE: 1:50.000.

NOTELS .
The. "tS/'/e ' •markfje/ " inscriafton &und" midway
Dralo and Gfayi'ai has produced ortty oney i p y
bearing fhe /eflers +ENOS.
Pindos has been £>xec/ on the agreement" of-
LollinQ and h/issoi^a. ivitt> Keppe/ms map andMurrays. See Sfrabo
The Aposiblia musf~ 6e. -tfte southern, ^iream. t'-fi
rmdos is -frxed / « above). Cr/heos m4st~ rtien be

Sites underlined once certalrviy or probably Do'rianSiies,
Double Lines indicate vlctces where VTCLVLS ancL nth/>r

F.W.G.F.

NOTES ON DORIS : SKETCH MAP OF PART OF DORIS.


